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Coffee solar roasting with the SOL5.

Solar bakery with the SOL5.
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Ceramics can also be produced with the SOL5 technology.

Steam production for semi-industrial food processing with the SOL30.
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The GoSol.solar Manifesto – Direct Solar Economy
This is a guide on how to build a tool to directly access the energy in sunlight.
The Sol4 solar concentrator is not a machine, but a tool, because it is hand powered to make
the small adjustments needed to track the sun and focus the light. The difference between a tool
and a machine is the tool is powered by the energy of a living thing whereas the machine is powered
by a non-living or a dead source of energy, such as coal, gasoline, natural gas or trees that are long
dead or die in the cutting and burning process in the latter case.
Automated tracking could be added to the SOL4 to make it a machine, but if you build this tool
you will see for yourself that the effort to move it manually is much smaller than the hours of effort
(directly or through portion of income) that is needed to collect and burn trees all over the world.
Globally, over 2.7 billion people rely on biomass fires to cook everyday.
Our aim is to build a tool for people currently relying on manually collected and burned wood
and other plants, on charcoal and other dirty fuels. The limiting factor for these people to build
or buy a solar tool is not labour to track it but rather the cost of the new tool and yet providing
enough power to accomplish things.
A very small percentage of cooking stoves around the world automatically find, collect, transport,
store and load fuel into themselves. The characteristic of these fires is that they represent a low
initial cost, and likewise it is lowering the initial cost to start using direct solar energy that is the
limiting factor to its deployment.
A tool is not enough. We must also have a design of what to build with that tool and a plan
of action of how to build it. The plan we propose is a decentralized economy and starting
the global build process in places that are already decentralized.
If we abstract ourselves from the horrifying consequences of deforestation, coral bleaching
and pollutions of all sorts, we can identify the unifying force that pushes in the direction
of ecologically destructive processes in the current economy.
That unifying force is centralization: the centralization of economic and political power enabled
by a centralized physical power that is fossil fuels. For, real power is energy taken from nature
and it is from the physical and social structures created to take and use this energy that have
we abstracted the concepts of economy and politics. However, take away the energy and nothing
can be done or said at all.
The SOL4 construction guide provides details on this plan, how we came up with it and why you
might consider building too.

Why build this tool?
In terms of personal benefit, there are some very wise reasons to build this tool: With more
energy you can do more things, and if that energy is direct sun rays you can do those things
sustainably and autonomously as the sun shines on us all. Perhaps you find the existing fuel
sources you use now are convenient for the time being, but, in this case, even if you build this tool
and store it somewhere it will be available to you if ever the current fuel supply chain is disrupted.
If the economic situation changes and you consider doing something else, an access to essentially
free thermal energy may permit you to make things at a lower cost to sell in the local market.
Lastly, the process of learning how to build this tool may have unexpected benefits and may benefit
your learning in unexpected ways.
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If you build for any of these reasons we are certainly happy about it, but it was not for these
reasons we designed the SOL4.
The reasons that we have designed, tested, redesigned and improved this sunlight-harvesting-tool
as well as a critical starting set of applications to power, is to change the entire course of civilization.
We now believe the tool is good enough to get into the hands of as many people as possible.
By no means is this tool perfect for everyone, but we believe it is now good enough to start
the process in enough locations to be immediately useful and to be continuously improved
and adapted to new uses. The tool described in the construction guide is not simply meant
to replace fires, it is meant to be a tool to lay the foundation of an entirely new social structure
where the majority of energy is derived from direct sunlight.
The environmental movement has spent an enormous amount of energy trying to convince
the people who benefit most from the current system to make all sorts of inconvenient life-style
changes to consume less energy and produce less waste. This plan has not worked very well so far.
Our plan is to propose to those people who benefit the least, or are essentially under attack,
by the current system, that it is possible for them to build a new system that will provide
more energy to them for less labor, less cost, less lung diseases and perhaps also preserve
their local forests as well as our collective atmosphere and ocean.

Why focus on low income?
In high-income countries nearly all ecological analysis has concluded people must use less energy
and consume less things. Getting this to happen has proved exceedingly difficult. On paper,
renewable energy can displace fossil fuels with the right life-style changes. In the real world, this
is simply not happening fast enough to avoid cataclysmic climate change. Just today, on April
26th 2016, another report was published concluding the consequences of 2°C degree warming
is probably much worse than 1.5°C degrees of warming, and 1.5°C without radical change neither
can be achieved. That achieving 1.5°C “is strongly at odds with climate policy achievements over
the past decade and thus requires a significant trend break” as cited in Reuters.
In low income countries on the other-hand, deploying renewable energy can mean a several fold
increase in energy access in a relatively short period of time. If decreasing energy consumption
blocks change in wealthy countries, perhaps increasing energy access will accelerate change
in poorer countries. If this acceleration is fast enough it may result in a decentralized energy system
with a far more desirable lifestyle, due to better energy access, than the current centralized lifestyle
in rich countries.
This global decentralized solar powered system, if it were to be built, may in short order start
to produce things that are simply cheaper than what is made elsewhere with fossil fuels and then
export these things to rich countries.
A similar process has actually already happened, only production was moved to poorer countries
not to take advantage of solar energy but to take advantage of low salaries and no little or no labour
and environmental regulations; so what we are proposing here is simply replace this unethical
system with an ethical one driven by cheaper energy prices rather than cheaper labour costs.
The off-shoring process has of course made most people in the rich countries poorer. Once rich
countries become poor enough then land prices will collapse (the general limiting factor in rich
countries in trying to live close to the land to access all the psychological and health benefits that
come with proximity to nature) and the process of deploying the same decentralized solar system
can rapidly expand in these formerly rich countries with large middle classes.
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Whereas most high-tech proposals to solve climate change rely on a stable
financial system that in turn relies on expanding the fossil fuel powered super structure, our plan
can work both in stable and unstable financial systems, both poor and formerly rich countries.
As the decentralized solar system becomes larger and more interconnected, the knowledge, skills
and tools to build it elsewhere becomes more and more effective and accessible, and so becomes
easier and easier to deploy anywhere to displace fossil energy sources. The larger it becomes
in total productive capacity the more it can produce more versions of itself.
If all goes according to plan, the end result will be the near complete displacement of the
fossil fuel system within 1 to 2 decades.
This plan is clearly ambitious but entirely feasible with existing skills, materials and people.
Since our best scientist tell us it is change in these 1 to 2 decades where we have a chance
to avoid the worst consequences, the potentially, and more certain as time goes by, devastating
consequences of climate change, deforestation and ocean acidification, we have designed a plan
that could accomplish this. High-tech solutions have proven too expensive to tool up, scale up and
rapidly deploy to every one in this time frame. Governments have been too slow to act on creating
a high-tech solution in rich countries that could then be slowly exported to poor countries.
Indeed, it seem those who focus on a high-tech solution have to abandon this effort and started
to shift focus to moving into space to diversify humanity‘s “chances” in orbit or on other planets.
Assuming everything was done first to make earth livable for mammals as it has been for millions
of years, putting colonists into space is a dandy idea. If everything is not done, then this plan is not
very good for the billions of persons left behind to suffer the consequences of inaction.
Our plan relies on what the average person can do. If we, the non-spacefaring-elites, aka the 99.999%,
want to avoid the worst consequences of climate change, ocean acidification and deforestation,
we must set out to try to accomplish such a plan with our own abilities.
Lead times for building components in this new system must be several weeks not several years,
pay-back for building such components must be several months not a decade, with these conditions
new components can be solar financed within the first year and within a few years new components
can not only be financed by solar-derived income but actually created with direct solar energy.
Such a virtuous cycle can have the power to exponentially expand a new system and so overcome
and displace the vicious cycle of destruction we are currently in, even reverse it where possible.
We require such a rapid and radical change not only to arrest and reverse global warming but also
overwhelm global dimming (caused by sun blocking sulfur particles from coal burning) which
so far has dampened the increase in temperature but temperature will immediately jump higher
when this dimming is removed.
Only a viral, essentially self creating, clean and universal source of energy anyone can access
anywhere can accomplish such a rapid transformation.
In the SOL4 construction guide, we describe the general design features of the whole system
we propose followed by the detailed designs of the direct-solar-tool we have designed to enable
anyone to start building a direct solar society.

Limiting factor and design criteria
Described above is a self-amplifying process that can rapidly change the entire global society in a
short period of time if critical mass is reached.
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The problem is that most existing renewable energy technology has been created to minimize labour
and maintenance costs in high-income countries and designed to produce electricity to power grids
in these same high-income countries.
The access to debt services in these countries allows people to invest in sophisticated technology
that has long pay-back times, generally 10 to 20 years when all costs and effective energy
utilization are accounted for. The debt crisis, which at this point maybe mathematically unsolvable,
is a serious obstacle for anyone proposing high-capital cost technology can displace fossil fuels
within 2 decades.
Renewable energy system in low income countries cannot be capital intensive technology for the
simple reason that people do not have much capital. What is required is a tool that requires little
capital to build and maintain and that provides heat energy to power the agriculture and associated
wealth generating processes at the foundation of these economies. More sophisticated
and convenient technologies (which we‘re also developing) must be financed by the income
generated by a simpler tool to start with.
Non-profit programs and micro-loans can help jump start this process in different locations, but the
process that follows must become self-financing and self-reinforcing.
In our experience pay-back must be less than a year and the tool must be able to power both
existing and new commercial processes to noticeably increase the users income within 1 year.
It is this tool we have set out to design.
However, the tool is not enough we must also have a plan of what to build with this tool.
Though our plan is designed so that anyone anywhere can start building parts of this new solar
system, enough people must have a general idea of what they are trying to accomplish for this plan
to be effective and for activities in one place to reinforce activities in another.

Direct vs indirect solar energy
There are several sources of indirect solar energy such as wood, wind, rivers, coal, gas and oil.
Coal, gas and oil were made by solar energy and geothermal heat and built up in stores underground
over millions of years, they are effectively finite.
We can call fossil energy “ancient solar derivatives” as they were created by solar energy long ago.
Wind and hydro power were very recently converted from solar energy and are an inherent atmospheric property of the earth, both are in essence weather patterns which depends on the sun, geology and rotation of the globe. Wood and other plant energy is stored up over the life of the plant
and depends not only on the sun and the weather but also on complex networks of living organisms
that create and sustain the soil.
We can call these “recent solar derivatives” as they were created by solar energy in the recent past.
The consequences of burning fossil fuels is now a severe global problem where we may be in
the last years when there is a north polar ice cap in summer. Each day more bad news emerges.
Today it was also reported that the great barrier reef has experienced 93% bleaching caused
by warming and ocean acidification.
These reefs have survived for thousands of years, there is no other proof necessary that we have
caused serious negative changes in the atmospheric and ocean chemistry.
For the recent solar derivatives, the consequences of damning one river or cutting down one forest
does not have major global repercussions but just destroys the local ecosystems. The argument that
these are only locally damaging and we shouldn‘t worry about it only makes some sort of sense
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if it was clear we were not about to cut down every forest and damn every river. Since we are
on such a path these problems are global, such as deforestation in the Amazon may trigger feedback mechanisms that turn it to a Sahara-Sahel like desert (which is in the same latitudes).
Only wind power is relatively benign compared to the others, but we shall see later that the reason
this is the case is because it has the properties closest to direct solar energy.
Our ecological problems are severe and our indirect solar energy system directly causes
many of these problems: Pollution of every sort, dammed and dead rivers, and deforestation
driven by wood burning. The centralized
economic system that we have created
with fossil fuels enables most of the rest
of our ecological problems, such as over
fishing and deforesting to collect wood
to create and waste paper and furniture,
as well as powering chemical-industrial
clone-based agriculture.
It is the energy system that causes
and enables our ecological problems.
So we must build a different energy
system if we decide to stop and reverse
these problems.
We have exploited all the indirect forms
of solar energy as well as geothermal
and nuclear energy (both powered
by ancient exploding suns that made
radioactive elements found in the
earth‘s crust and core today) and in all of
these solar (or super-nova) derivatives
we have found that they all either cause
major unwanted consequences to use
on a large scale or are simply insufficient
to use on a large enough scale in the first
place.
A typical example is the the push
for biofuels, which would take the entire
arable land area of the United States
to power only the US car fleet. In theory,
the idea that plants can be re-grown
and so are renewable and so we can
sustainably power cars with plants makes
sense. In practice there is simply
not enough space to grow enough plants,
and the attempt to provide a green
crutch to gasoline powered automobiles
has simply driven deforestation in the
Amazon to grow more sugar to make
ethanol (essentially the worst place
to deforest on earth).

Direct VS Indirect Solar Energy Infographic,
© 2016 T. Rossi for GoSol.solar
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The problem with recent solar derivatives
Technologies that use recent solar derived energy sources are not bad in and of themselves. They
can be useful in certain circumstances and their availability make any energy system more robust.
In other words they are niche sources of energy.
Starting with the most abundant of these, wind, it is constrained to a niche source as there is more
wind in high latitudes due to the Coriolis effect. More importantly, it does not make sense to smelt
iron and roast coffee with wind-mills. Wind provides mechanical energy which in only a few
circumstances makes sense to convert to heat energy.
Aluminum can be smelted and worked with geothermal power (not directly by geothermal heat
but because aluminum smelting requires electricity and geothermal is a cheap electricity source
where available). The suitable locations of high-temperature geothermal are few and far between.
What is available globally is low-temperature geothermal but these low temperatures can power
only a few niche low-temperature processes.
Biomass energy is not abundant enough, otherwise we would not be seeing deforestation where
people currently use biomass.
Tidal is not sufficient even capturing the entire tidal force at 100% would yield roughly half
the energy that humanity currently uses.
Some people claim nuclear is powerful enough, but even if we accept this argument, then it still
only fulfills the niche of making sense in politically stable countries with existing high-efficiency
electricity grids. Besides, we would have to ignore the safety, nuclear weapons proliferation
and cost issues associated with nuclear. If we go into those issues things look much dimmer.
Nuclear reactors cost a lot to build and have long lead times. No private insurer is willing to provide
insurance and no company is willing to take responsibility, so governments must absorb all the
risk. No reasonable disposal plan for nuclear waste currently exists because the moment such
a plan is analyzed it simply proves the whole cycle is anything but cheap. Nuclear proliferation
and nuclear terrorism by gaining access to nuclear materials or sabotaging a nuclear reactor is a
real danger and every reactor increases the risk of nuclear war or terrorism. Build more reactors
in less and less politically stable places and the risks accumulate to approach certainty.
Due to the cost and the risks nuclear power is at best a niche energy source, at worst an incredible
unnecessary danger. It seems attractive as the large size of reactors seems more compatible with
the current social network. Let us move on and reconsider this issue after analyzing these networks
in the next chapter.

Why the “all-of-the-above” hasn‘t worked
All the solar derivatives above convert a small fraction of the available solar energy to forms
of energy that can be input into society. The best conversion rate is plants at about a 1% maximum
conversion rate. 2% of solar energy is converted to wind but spread out over the entire atmosphere
it is simply not feasible to actually capture this 2%, and so what we can effectively use is far less.
A small portion of the wind energy is converted to waves. Though enormous amounts of solar
energy, roughly 30%, went into evaporating water to make vapor that makes rain, because this
vapor loses most of its energy when it condenses and rain loses most of it‘s energy due to friction
with the air and ground, by the time it accumulates in large rivers there is a tiny fraction compared
to the original solar energy created the rain.
Tidal energy from the moon and geothermal energy are simply not significant sources. Nuclear
energy is too costly and too dangerous.
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These problems are known, and it has been proposed that though none of these technologies
can displace fossil fuels in itself, an “all of the above” approach could.
The problem with niche energy sources is that niches must fit into a structure, you cannot make
a structure entirely out of niches: it does not make sense either in architecture or energy.
The main energy structure today is fossil fuels and deploying niche energy sources in this
structure simply helps the fossil fuel system to continue. There can be no other consequence
we should expect.
Therefore, if all these indirect solar energy sources considered above are “insufficient” due to
conversion losses from solar energy, the obvious question is: why not utilize the solar energy
directly? Why not convert the solar energy ourselves with a suitable new structure? Why rely
on natural structures to capture solar energy for us when we could do it ourselves?
Some have made the argument that solar energy is too diffuse to be converted efficiently and so
it is likewise a niche energy source.
The total energy available they admit is large but because it is distributed, and moving energy
costs energy, there is no way to cost-effectively “un-distribute”, i.e. centralize, this solar energy
to replace fossil fuels.
There is merit to this argument if we do not consider any changes to the present structure of society
are possible. If we agree a solution of only niches cannot work, and we further agree fossil fuels
cannot go on indefinitely and that the current social structure depends on fossil energy, then
the social structure will by definition change if it can no longer be powered. This line of reasoning
seems then self-defeating, starting with the assumption that our social structure cannot change
(apparently because no one wants it to) we end with the conclusion that the social structure must
change as it‘s not sustainable.
The question, therefore, is not whether our social structure can be changed, but whether
we will do so in prevention of or in response to catastrophe.
We must understand the forces that have shaped our current social structure and evaluate whether
a different social structure could avoid this solar energy centralization problem.

Current social structure
To understand where we are it is often useful to understand how we got here. The following is one
way of understanding our current predicament.
Before the invention of machines to make use of and also drill, dig and transport more fossil fuels,
the structure of society could be represented as the following graph 1 (see next page).
Agrarian society is powered by solar energy, available everywhere, which is converted to food
by gardens, crops, forest, algae and grasslands which makes food that is an input into the social
structure at many villages, what we‘ll call the “village-node”. The solar energy is represented
by the arrows which are top and bottom to indicate that they arrive to every village.
Up until a few generations, most people lived in base-village-nodes close to where the input
sunlight energy was available.
This network developed over several steps.
1. Before the Bronze age there were essentially only the small nomadic nodes sporadically
connected and moving around with very few central hubs.
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2. What we call civilization can essentially be understood by the creation of better tools that
enabled agriculture and central nodes of towns to be created where enough different specialists
could be supported who could then make specialized tooling.
3. In some places these town nodes connected to form larger systems similar to the Ancient
Roman empire or Ancient China and preindustrial Europe. These megalopolis supporting systems
were different than towns in that they required material and energy inputs to be transported from
completely different ecological systems to support them, usually by ships powered by wind power
or slaves.
This new centralized megalopolis form of society based on the depletion of local resources and a
reliance on resources farther and farther away to keep going didn‘t look good to many surrounding
communities. Babylon, the prototype of this kind of system, got a bad name in the ancient world
by the many societies that were required to be exploited to power this new kind of system.
When this system was developed further at Athens, Plato noted that “the loss of timber had denuded
the hills and plains surrounding Athens and caused massive soil erosion“ (quoted by M. Williams,
in Deforesting the Earth: from Pre-History to Global Crisis, 2006).
Later this megalopolis system was developed still further in the Roman empire.
Pre-industrial Europe developed this system to extend resource collection to most of the
globe.

GRAPH 1- Pre-fossil-fuel society powered by indirect solar energy
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What is important to keep in mind is that throughout all preindustrial history, 90% of people lived
in the smaller village-nodes; that with thousands of years of civilization only 1 person in 10 could
be supported outside direct interaction with their energy source.
In many places and periods even this ratio was not sustainable and societies supporting urban
centers collapsed; indeed most examples of a city system during this period seemed to have
collapsed. This is not so surprising since reliance on far away resources we can imagine many
things that will happen to disrupt these supply chains over enough time.
If we take Rome as an example, an estimated 70 million people lived in the Roman empire
and estimated 1 million in Rome itself (a ratio of 70:1 with the rest of the Roman Empire covering
a large portion of Europe and the Mediterranean) at its peak yet just this one urban center
required massive deforestation to bring wood for ship and construction projects, power bathhouses and industries and for smelting, blacksmithing and firing kilns to create and work metals
and ceramics.
During this period, cities (defined as requiring non-local consumables to maintain) generally
emerged not because city craftspeople could supply villagers with better products at lower cost
and so “out compete” village and town craftsmen, but cities emerged due to trade routes where
wealth would concentrat in a few locations or major administrative hubs that extracted wealth from
tributaries in the form of tribute; in both cases anomalies to the general pattern.
Though it is cities that had the biggest and most interesting battles and historians like to write
the results of those battles down, 90% of people lived in smaller village-end-nodes in this network.

GRAPH 2- Network of fossil fuels extraction
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Villagers could still be gathered to form a large army but large armies could not be supported
by the remaining villagers from where they came for long periods of time (successful armies would
conquer new wealth and extract tribute from new societies to support their armies, not rely on their
own village system).
Most energy was supplied by indirect solar sources through this whole period, and a remarkable
testament to the scarcity of these indirect sources is the building and maintaining even a few “citytype” nodes in the system could drive deforestation and erosion over wide areas.
Though there are many more details to this history, but in nearly all societies up until industrialization
the social structure remained a vast branching network with most people living at very small
end village and hamlet nodes. What were traded between nodes were not consumables (food, fuel,
basic construction materials) but rather non-consumables such as metals to make tools or simply
luxury products traded in small quantities.
The best conceptual link between this past energy system and our energy system today, which
we will talk about next, is that an estimated 9 calories of fossil fuels is required to create
1 calorie of food energy in our existing system. This fact alone should be sufficient to convince
anyone that we have gone to a completely different place from the preindustrial energy
network and social structure. That our energy system as a whole not only subsidizes the creation
of food energy (which previously was a source, not a consumer, of energy to society) but does so at
a 9 to 1 ratio gives a good indication of how far away and dissimilar our existing structure is to
all of human history prior to it.

GRAPH 3 - Society powered by fossil fuels
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In our language of nodes we are using, all human history before centralization can be understood
as proliferating village-end-nodes and building more complex connections between those nodes
with very few trading or administrative hub nodes supplemented only by what could be traded
(or coerced) from the village-end-nodes in their network.

The energy system now: fossil fuels
With fossil fuels an entirely new form of energy started to be used. The recent solar derivatives
input energy to villages is displaced by ancient solar derivatives dug or drilled from the earth
and most energy is input by a new network of this fossil energy extraction and transportation
structures.
We must first understand the form of our fossil energy input network before we can understand
how our social structure adapted to effectively make use of this new energy source.
Economic sources of oil, coal and natural gas are available in far fewer locations compared to how
villages were previously distributed.
Furthermore the fossil energy is concentrated in a network to even fewer output nodes: such as oil
refineries, deep water ports and on-shore oil storage to move the energy globally.
By centralized we mean literally found in central locations, rather than spread out more or less
everywhere. Air for instance is found more or less all over the earth‘s surface and so is considered
decentralized. Fossil fuels are found in relatively few locations, and a fossil fuel deposit must
be of a minimum size to be economic to exploit, reducing even further the number of locations
from which we draw fossil fuels. In the case of oil, sophisticated plants are required to refine
raw petroleum into various products, and the complexity of these refineries and interdependence
of processes has made these refineries of an even smaller quantity, really only a handful produce
most of the world‘s gasoline and other petroleum products. From these refineries then flows
petroleum energy and derived materials to society.
In the case of coal, it centralizes further after being dug from the ground. Though coal is usually
not refined, it is more difficult to transport, as it is not a liquid and less energy “dense” than oil,
and so the best method is by rail or large barge which require major infrastructure. It is thus more
efficient to concentrate coal trains on relatively few rail lines or transported between relatively
few large or deep water ports.
In the case of natural gas, again the major gas fields are relatively few and often in remote locations
and it is more efficient to concentrate the gas in relatively few major pipelines.

The problems with centralization
The first problem with this centralized energy system is the consequences of continuing to use
fossil energy to power it.
Can direct solar energy power this system? We have already mentioned agriculture as a conceptual
link between the centralized system and the decentralized system of the past.
We are now in a position to understand the reason 9 calories of energy are required to produce
1 calorie of food. Though people have moved from the villages, food growing has remained
spread out over a wide area similar to the village network but with less people. Just as the energy
cost of distributing fossil energy to villages is too costly to power the previous social structure,
the reverse is true of trying to de-distribute, i.e. concentrate, energy that is widely dispersed. In other
words, our food system is “energy network incompatible” with our fossil energy system. The only
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way to get food into the centralized nodes is to abandon food as an energy source and spend large
quantities of fossil energy to power the food collection and centralizing process.
Food production is driven to resemble as much as possible a centralized network by concentrating
food production wherever possible. Crops are made as uniform as possible to be efficiently
managed, processed and transported by fossil powered machines. However, the concentrating
of food production creates another problem of being incompatible with nature: weeds and disease
and weather events quickly act to wipe out concentrated uniform crops. Fossil derived poisons,
again requiring energy to make and distribute, are then created to keep nature at bay.
A vicious cycle is put into place where centralized agricultural systems deplete the soil
and accumulate salts from excessive ground water pumping in order to maximize output and make
things as energy sensible as possible; once no longer viable a new node is created somewhere else
and the cycle repeats.
Likewise, supplying large cities with large quantities of fish require large boats that can travel
farther economically to find fish in a large area (now global), be large enough to support powerful
enough engines and enough fuel to also freeze the fish for the long periods of time at sea required
to fish globally, and then likewise be big enough to transfer cargo economically when back at port.
For a large ship to fish economically it must cast a large net and try to get all the fish in an area,
repeating the same pattern we saw with agriculture above.
To supply a large quantity of trees to one central location, again it is more efficient to go chop
down a large quantity of trees in as few locations as possible to reduce transport costs and then
move to the next location for the next batch.
Now, each environmental issue caused or enabled by centralization was also the result
of choices people made. Nothing forced us to over-fish, nothing forces us to build expensive
transport systems rather than cheaper and obviously better alternatives, no one forces us to
log the last remaining old growth forests.
These choices were not forced upon us and it‘s a safe bet that the people involved in those
choices did not explicitly wish for species to go extinct because of it; rather, many simply denied
the obvious consequences (or still deny it today) and those that don‘t deny but participate in those
activities often view it as a sad but essential consequence of “necessary economic activity”.
It has been shown that many of these problems are possible to avoid with better management,
but it has also been shown that it‘s extremely difficult to put better management in place.
The responsibility of human choices cannot be removed, but at the same time choice is not
enough to explain the problems above.
Accomplishing something, like collapsing a fishery, requires the means to do so. In these cases it is
fossil fuels that are those means and the choice to use fossil fuels as we have has created a system
where there are large pressures to keep using fossil fuels in destructive ways. For, we have built
a fossil-technological system of which simply the basic maintenance is ecologically destructive
and it is projects that are ecologically destructive that are the most compatible, i.e. energy
profitable, with existing structures already in place. Highways enable further suburban sprawl
that then call for more highways. The process of collapsing one fishery calls for bigger and more
efficient nets and ships to catch those last fish, advances in technology that can be then turned to the
next fish species; larger nets means more time dragging those nets to fill and more time to separate
commercial fish from “waste fish” and so much less likely the waste by-catch is alive when
thrown back in the water. The process of depleting fish near the surface also encourages fishing
deeper areas where all by catch dies due to the change of pressure in being brought to the surface.
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The process of building roads into a rain forest of course enables those roads to be extended even
further when the trees in the first area are gone. The process of “artificial desert based farming”
where all other species are removed in order to grow a field of clones destroys the topsoil quickly
making exclusive-clone based chem-farming the only short term option (if rehabilitating the soil
is even possible).
And with this understanding we can resolve the problem that if we assume people
didn‘t intend massive ecological destruction how then did it happen? The answer is that fossil fuels
is a centralized source of energy and a little bit of graph theory can help in understanding
why centralized economics and centralized politics are the most likely outcome of using
fossil fuels and why these systems become ecologically and socially destructive.
Energy input to society primarily occurs at large hubs, usually coastal oil and coal loading facilities
or through major gas pipelines, and so, since it costs energy to move energy, the most efficient
way to utilize this energy is in a cluster of large nodes around the primary energy input connections.
These nodes should not be thought of being clustered in terms of distance but in terms of cost
to transport energy. When transporting large quantities of energy, large infrastructures can be built
that transport energy efficiently over long distances.
Industrial civilization structural changes can be characterized by the nearly complete removal
of village nodes, first as primary energy source and then simply removed completely as people
migrated to places with more efficient availability of energy.
Where such village-nodes still exist in the world our city based intellectuals often refer to them
as underdeveloped, non-industrialized, unconnected to the global trade system.
The above pattern is a centralizing one: materials and people move to fewer and fewer “meganodes” where power is primarily connected to society.
From this energy perspective the Persian gulf is close to any shoreline in the world that
has infrastructure to onload large quantities of oil from super tankers.
Proliferation of end nodes is what exponentially increases total distance in the network but smaller
transfers of energy also become less and less efficient increasing the “energy distance” even further.
It is this increase in energy distance that rendered powering the previous village-hamlet network
unfeasible. Society can afford now to connect the few remaining people in villages and hamlets
to the grid simply because most nodes have disappeared and the few remaining can be “energy
subsidized” by the energy hubs.
Major cities and towns can be supported but a constellation of villages cannot be connected
efficiently enough to the primary fossil energy input to be able to produce anything competitively.
Thus production of goods moved to cities and so too people to build and consume those goods
efficiently.
The above disposition of the fossil fuel infrastructure does not in itself determine how we organize
society to use this energy, but insofar as we choose to develop these energy resources certain
structures are simply more efficient than others. Namely, with a centralized energy source it is
more efficient to centralize production in relatively few places. It‘s possible to distribute the energy
to a decentralized system, but at every network node and every path along the network energy must
be used to transport the energy.
We can of course imagine mitigating some of these problems in our existing industrial system,
but when we start listing them together (species extinction, ocean acidification, deforestation,
famines, etc.) very quickly real solutions are simply incompatible with fossil fuels and the systems
that depend on them: i.e. real agricultural solutions to erosion and salinization move us away
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from dumping petroleum based poisons on petrolem fueled mechanized monocultures and move
us towards a decentralized system closer to nature simply because plants (even cloned ones),
and their real needs, share more in common with natural systems than machines.

A direct solar social network design
If we change our energy source back to solar, our prediction is that our social structure will change
back to people living in many end-village nodes in close interaction with this source.
That many people in cities cannot currently imagine doing so is of little argumentative weight.
Only a few generations ago people could not imagine they would be living in cities.
Hence the basic structure of society we propose is a familiar graph (see below).
If we need a source of food and where there is food there is water; and if we need a source
of energy to process food and materials and where there is food there is solar energy, we arrive
at the obvious conclusion: instead of trying to concentrate food, water and energy into central hubs
where the majority of people live, we can decentralize people to the food, water and energy.
The difference with previous agrarian society is that with direct solar energy we can avoid
deforestation for a thermal energy source needed to cook and boil, process grains and beans
and other materials, smelt and work metals and fire ceramics.
If we do this, the cost of moving solar derivatives from many small nodes to larger and larger
nodes is removed as people simply live at the end nodes, there is no need to move consumables

GRAPH 4 - Society powered by direct solar energy
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around in large quantities. The sunlight, food, water and basic materials are at one location: so too
is the person with the tools to take care of these things.
If the tools exist to do this, we should start where people are not yet concentrated and so
the initial cost of de-concentrating and re-skilling people in decentralized life styles is also
removed, making things much easier to start. Once such systems are created in existing already
decentralized places, then even in currently centralized places where people cannot currently
imagine “going back to villages” the reasons for doing so can simply become overwhelming due to
examples elsewhere, the knowledge transferred from decentralized systems, and the initial decentralizing costs and risks minimized as the knowledge and model exists.
At the moment, our society is a machine where a select few get to “drive” and these drivers
have decided that the only thing that matters is that the current speed at which the machine
continues to accelerate, the faster the better. Indeed, any sign of the machine slowing is viewed
by these drivers as an extremely worrying and troubling sign and whatever measures,
or sacrifice of normal people, must be made to get it to speed up again is justified. Of course,
running this machine takes materials and energy but the drivers have created a belief system where
it is simply believed that materials and energy will simply always emerge to replace any depleted
source. Viewed from outside, it‘s clear that if the machine consumes more energy and materials
than are created on a global scale it is going to stop and beliefs cannot then be used to power it.
The benefits of running the machine to everyone who doesn‘t get to drive are difficult to discern.
The machine is noisy and poisons everyone slowly creating all sorts of terrible diseases. If looked
at a global scale of caring for the creatures found on the earth, the “metric” of “creatures still alive”
is abysmal as the machine has diminished nearly all the numbers of every species, pushing many
to extinction, with the exception of supporting a large number of humans and a small number
of animals grown in factories, under the assumption that new resources will always spontaneously
displace depleted resources in one way or another. There is no evidence to support this belief,
as the earth is quite clearly finite and eventually one runs out of everything, but the drivers assure
us that their belief is more powerful than this reality.
If we were observing humanity as a large machine we would simply take note that it will
run out of fuel and stop working.
Fortunately for us, our society is not a predetermined machine, we have a choice to use
foresight to make changes to avoid catastrophe.
Letting “the free market” manage the process is simply letting the machine run until it runs
out of fuel destroying a maximum amount of creatures and possibly rendering the planet essentially
unlivable for us.
For, the effort and kinds of actions required to prepare for when the machine stops working –
or indeed to prepare to shut off the machine deliberately – may not “make the machine go faster”
in the short term. If the machine doesn‘t go faster the consequence is that the “free market”
as understood by our drivers is not working as it should.
The more people engage in this effort of building a different society the slower the fossil powered
machine will run.

What then are these actions that can build a different society?
There are two significant steps any person can take. The first is building the solar tool described
in this guide and learning about solar technology in general. There are many benefits of doing
so. This solar tool can be used for basic energy access in case the fossil machine breaks down,
can be used to power businesses in rural areas where we suggest you try to move to. Unfortunately,
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if you live in a country where the fossil machine is very active, you are certainly aware that the cost
of land is very high. Nevertheless, whatever space you have access to, if you build a solar tool
you will be getting skills that can be used in an emergency and will be more and more valuable
as the fossil machine slows down. So, even if you cannot easily, with your friends, go out right
now and build a small direct solar society where most materials are processes with solar tools,
you can easily prepare for such a time as land-prices permit it and prove the case that the direct
solar society is possible by showing directly the power of the sun to those who are interested.
For many reasons the process of change will be slow in “developed countries” due to the high cost
of obtaining land to live on in another way. The economic system will have to start breaking down
for land prices to be reduced. However, anyone with access to land can greatly help the change
by demonstrating that energy can be sourced from the sun directly thus creating a model that can be
easily copied when the drivers of the current system lose control.
The second action is looking at the global context, there are many places that have yet to
centralize. One of the problems with a finite source of energy such as fossil fuels is that only
a relatively small percentage of new sources can be added to the economy. The structures required
are complex and expensive and there is simply a limit to how many can be built; at the same time
old sources deplete and energy consumption at the existing nodes increases. For these reasons,
many people have had the good fortune of not becoming a node in the fossil fuel network.
These people still live in a decentralized way. Just as decentralized pre-industrial Europe could
have gone directly to direct solar power, but it was simply cheaper in the short term to use fossil
fuels (as they were very easy to get at the time) and the path dependency on this choice has created
simply more and more barriers to changing systems, the still decentralized places today can switch
directly to direct solar energy.
Since these places are not served by the current fossil fuel system, and structures are not in place
that create every conceivable barrier to switching to direct solar power, it is these places where
a direct solar society can first emerge and mature. Since the knowledge does not deplete with every
new improvement and user but rather increases, and solar energy is everywhere, once this system
is achieved in any one region it can much more easily be replicated in every other region. Since
the fossil economy is always growing less able to function, as resources it depends on deplete,
a second critical moment will be when the sophistication of knowledge of the direct solar system
is sufficient to displace the fossil economy on all of it‘s edges. It will then eat in, node by node,
with people moving from larger to smaller nodes, until the fossil economy disappears completely.
Since this task is knowledge constrained and not resource constrained, there is not the usual case
of a limited ability to build these new structures with industrial schemes.
Therefore, the more people who join in building direct solar tool skills, develop
and demonstrate new uses, and bring direct solar skills and knowledge to new places,
the faster a direct solar society will be built. If there are enough of us, the process may go fast
enough for humanity to break out of the fossil machine, clear the smoke it spews and get on a
new path towards freedom and the light.
Eerik Wissenz - 2015
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